FREE SOFTWARE in DR. DOBB'S JOURNAL

COMPLETE SYSTEMS & APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
User documentation, internal specifications, annotated source code. In the two years of publication, DDJ has carried a large variety of interpreters, editors, debuggers, monitors, graphics games software, floating point routines and software design articles.

INDEPENDENT CONSUMER EVALUATIONS

PRODUCT REVIEWS & CONSUMER COMMENTS
Dr. Dobb's Journal publishes independent evaluations—good or bad—of products being marketed to hobbyists. It is a subscriber-supported journal. Dr. Dobb's carries no paid advertising; it is responsible only to its readers. It regularly publishes joyful praise and raging complaints about vendor's products and services.


It looks as if it's going to be THE forum of public domain hobbyist software development. — Rating : ★ ★ ★ ★
Toronto Region Association of Computer Enthusiasts (TRACE), Newsletter

"The best source for Tiny BASIC and other good things. Should be on your shelf." — The Computer Hobbyist, North Texas (Dallas) Newsletter

& LOTS MORE!

* Hot News & Raging Rumor
* Systems Projects

Dr. Dobb's Journal of Computer Calisthenics & Orthodontia

Please start my one-year subscription (ten issues) to Dr. Dobb's Journal of Computer Calisthenics & Orthodontia and bill me for just $12.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY/STATE ZIP ____________________________

Unconditional Guarantee: If you ever wish to discontinue your subscription for any reason, we will refund the complete amount for the remainder of your subscription.

☐ Visa Card Number ____________
☐ Mastercharge Expiration Date ____________
Signature ____________

Outside the U.S., add $4 for surface postage. Airmail rates on request.

Mail this coupon or a facsimile to: Dr. Dobb's Journal, Dept 54, El Camino Real, Box E, Menlo Park CA 94025